Robustness of frequency vs. amplitude coding of calcium oscillations during changing temperatures.
Intracellular calcium oscillations have been widely studied. It is assumed that information is conveyed in the frequency, amplitude and shape of these oscillations. In particular, calcium signalling in mammalian liver cells has repeatedly been reported to display frequency coding so that an increasing amount of stimulus is translated into an increasing frequency of the oscillations. However, recently, we have shown that calcium oscillations in fish liver cells rather exhibit amplitude coding with increasing stimuli being translated into increasing amplitudes. Practical consequences of this difference are unknown so far. Here we investigated advantages and disadvantages of frequency vs. amplitude coding, in particular in environments with substantially changing temperatures (e.g. 10-20 degrees). For this purpose, we use computational modelling and a new approach to generate a calcium model exactly displaying a specific frequency and/or amplitude. We conclude that despite the advantages in flexibility that frequencies might offer for the transmission of information in the cell, amplitude coding is obviously more robust with respect to changes in environmental temperatures. This potentially explains the observed differences between two classes of organisms, one operating at constant temperatures whereas the other is not.